Let P. = (s-l)/(s+3) =: n/d,
F = 3/(s-l), and C = 3/1 =: nc/dc. By calculation, C+F =3s/(s-l) =-nc+f/dc+f and P1 =P^l-Ff-P.))"1 =(s-l)/(s+6) =: n/d. The system^(Pj.C) is stable, since its characteristic polynomial is nn. + dd = 4s+3. However, the system S(Pi9C+F) is unstable since its characteristic polynomial is nnc+f +3dc+f =(i-l)(4s+3)
Proof:
H Consider the system 1S(Pi,C) shown in Fig. 4 , write the equations defining e\ and e2:
By adding and subtracting Fe-j to (2) and rearranging terms, we have
By using (4) and (5) in (1) and (3), we obtain
e1 = u1 -P^(6) e2 = u2 + (C+F)^(7)
Note that (6) and (7) describe the system SfP^,C+F) of Fig, 1 (ii) Figure 6 
e2 = F(-y2) + e£ (18b) y-j = e2 -u2 (18c) The successive examination of equations (18a)-(18c) and the finite gain of Fshow that, for^(P^C+F), the map (u^Ug)^(y-j5y2) is f.g.

shows the system S(P2-P-j ,C,P-j) with input (upU2,u3) and output (y-|»y2»y3). When u3 = 0, y-j is given in terms of e] by
-1 3 
y1 = Qe] = C(I+P-jC) ej. Hence, if we set u3 = 0, and consider only the output (y-],y2), then the system 2S(P2-P1 ,C,P-|) reduces to^(Pg-PpQ) of
-8-To S (P2-P1,C,P1), apply (u^Ay^u^O), call (ylsy2,y3, 
of S(P2,C). Consider the equations of S(P2-P-| ,C,P-j) written in terms
